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ABSTRACT

The wide proliferation of various wireless communication systems and devices has led to the arrival of a massive amount of Digital Resources (DR) from multi-sources, various metadata and media. However, data integration has allowed the ability to provide to users a uniform interface for multiple heterogenous data sources, metadata and users. Hence, the problem of matching which contents or DR belong to a specific user interest that demands more attention. In this article, we proposed a different model named: Learning & Boosting Architecture Model (LBAM). LBAM has goals to identify evolving interests of a person and to potentially propose a personal agenda, channels and activities. The first process is based on the creation of a hub of multiple sources of Micro Metadata (MM) using a Semantic Enriched MM Harvester, a Watch & Notify Engine and a Semantic Shared Knowledge Notice (SSKN). They are harvested through a process able to catalogue the rights, interests and novelties in a scorm notice. It uses Machine Learning Models to improve the auto cataloguing of the DRs. It includes a Semantic Learning Watch and Notify engine using SSKN that allows ways to find DR or Event novelties of DR according to the evolving user interests. Using simulation studies and prototypes, we demonstrate that LBAM slightly improves accuracy in harvesting treatment from Entity Resolution and Linked Data compared to existing models using SSKN. We also demonstrate the integration of MM rights in a notice compared to other existing architectures. This article is the first paper of multiple for the LBAM project.

INTRODUCTION

We have added the capability to manage for each metadata the sources to our existing model, the rights and the enrichments associated for any notice. We called metadata at the last level of the hierarchy Micro Metadata (MM), Entity Resolution (ER) is an unavoidable and arguably the most important problem in integrating data from multiple sources keeping track of the rights and sources. Whereas schema alignment is also important, it can often be solved manually because the size of a schema is typically small; in contrast, we often need to match at least thousands of entities from different sources, making manual solutions seldom an option. ER consists to three steps: blocking records that are likely to refer to the same entity, finding the schema of raw data, matching and clustering records according to pair wise matching results, such that each cluster corresponds to a real-world entity. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work. Section 3 describes part 1 of MLM based Learning & Boosting Model and introduces its various algorithms while Section 4 presents the evaluation through a prototype and a number of simulations. Section 5 presents a summary and some future work.
Data may be defined as “datasets whose size is beyond the ability of typical database software tools to capture, store, manage, and analyze” or “data too big to be handled and analyzed by traditional database protocols such as SQL” (40). More authors assume that size is not the only feature of Big Data. They use the Five V’s (Volume, Variety, Velocity, Value and Veracity) to characterize Big Data. Big data provides users the ability to use commodity computing to process distributed queries across multiple datasets and return resultant sets in a timely manner while cloud computing provides the underlying engine through the use of distributed data processing platforms. For example, the disambiguation pile process. One of the main step of disambiguation pile is the ERM (16) (17) (21) (18) (19) (20) (22) (23). However, before ERM process, DI and CL are the first challenges of data management in the context of big data and cloud computing. Addressing big data is a challenging and time-demanding task that requires a large computational infrastructure to ensure successful data processing and analysis (38). For example, the issue of merging Big Data catalogues in an already existing information system is discussed. In the context of this work, two issues of big data management are addressed: acquisition and organization. For acquisition, we have to acquire high speed data from a variety of sources and have to deal with diverse access protocols. Knoblock and Szekely (52) described how they exploited semantics to address the problem of big data variety. They proposed an approach to integrate data from multiple types of sources and in widely different formats, including both relational and hierarchical data. They implemented their approach to using semantics for big data integration in a system called Karma. Karma allows a user to import data from a wide variety of sources, clean and normalize the data, quickly build a model or semantic description of each source, and integrate the data across sources using this model. According to Authors, Karma performed an analysis of the data distribution in each column such as the frequency of different values, frequency of values whose type is different from that of the majority of values or frequency of null values.To illustrate the approach, they used a dataset from the cultural heritage domain in order to build a virtual museum that integrates the metadata about artwork several museums. One main limitation of their approach is the fact that the data comes from an already structured database which is not typical most of the time. Karma is limited to find noisy, missing, or inconsistent data; unfortunately, we may conclude that Karma is not useful for entry resolution. Bellini et al. (50) proposed a system for data integration and reconciliation of smart city related aspects as road graph, services available on the roads and traffic sensors. According to authors, their system allows managing a big data volume of data coming from a variety of sources considering both static and dynamic data which are mapped to a smart-city ontology called KM4City. Unfortunately, their KM4City (proposed knowledge model for Smart City) is limited to seven areas. In addition, they did not take into account the data generated by citizens. Finally, authors did not propose their own data integration model, they used an existing model called Pentaho Kettle formalism.

Raul Castro et al. (53) proposed a data integration stack that provides low latency data access to support near real-time in addition to batch applications, called Liquid.

**Related work:** Building of a multi-source, multi-rights hub (2, 3) and multi-enrichments where the contents are linked as a structured LD, web harvesting process from multiple data sources, with their own unstructured data model remains a challenge. To achieve this there are four main processes: metadata harvesting (MH) (4-13), data integration (DI) (1)(14)(15), entity resolution (ER) (16)(17)(18)(19) (20)(21) (22) (23) (24)(25)(26)(27)(28)(29)(30)(31)(32) and content linkage (CL) (29)(33)(34) (35)(36)(37) (38)(39) (40) (41) (42) (43)(44)(45)(46)(47)(48)(49); several word are done for MH and DI; however, for ER and CL, there are still many issues to resolve. In this section we will focus on ER and CL, present an overview and the existing limits. Indeed, Big data integration consists to:

- **Schema Mapping:** it refers to creating a mediated schema, and identifying the mappings between the mediated schema and the local schemas of the data sources to determine which attributes contain the same information; our previous studies proposed a model, call SMSESE (2, 3).

- **Content linkage:** refers to the task of identifying records linked to the same logical entity across different data sources. Record linkage (RL) is a process of finding records that correspond to the same entity from one or more data sources (50).

- **ER or fusion:** it refers to resolving conflicts from different sources.

DI and CL are two axes of the Big Data research field. Big Data may be defined as “datasets whose size is beyond the ability of typical database software tools to capture, store, manage, and analyze” or “data too big to be handled and
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Table 1. Prototype’s evaluation dataset entity types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entities Type</th>
<th>Number of entities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Books</td>
<td>1,183,437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Videos</td>
<td>1,435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Museums</td>
<td>55,324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documents</td>
<td>71,724</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to authors, Liquid consists of two cooperating layers: a messaging and processing layer. The messaging layer (based on uses Apache Kafka) provides data access based on metadata, which permits back-end systems to read data from specific points in time while the processing layer (based on Apache Samza) executes ETL-like jobs for back-end systems, guaranteeing low-latency data access. The two layers communicate by writing and reading data to and from two types of feeds stored in the messaging layer.

Unfortunately, Liquid is only for the messages instead of ER: Literature mentions that ERM is the more important task after data harvesting from multi-sources in the context of metadata integration in order to build a unified and trusted repository (UTR). According to (54), any important data management, such as ERM, cannot be completely addressed by existing algorithms and automated processes. These tasks can be enhanced through the use of human cognitive ability. The objective of ERM is to identify which records (entities) refer to the same real-world entity; this task is fundamental in data integration. Lots of approaches have been proposed to improve the quality of entity resolution such as combining different methods, an iterative approach, and the use of functional dependencies. Kardes et al. (55) proposed an entity resolution for the organization entity domain based on blocking and clustering strategies where all they have are the organization names and their relations with individuals. Authors assumed that if they show different representations of the same organization as separate institutions in a single person’s profile, it will increase the performance of their ER approach in terms of accuracy. The main limit of their approach is the fact that is based on person profile. How will their ER approach be implemented without person profiles? Vedapunt et al. (20) proposed a hybrid human-machine approach for solving the problem of Entity Resolution. In their approach, a machine learned model first assigns candidate pairs of records a probability of how likely they are to be duplicates, and then we ask humans questions about record pairs until we have completely resolved all records in our database. Authors considered the problem of devising optimal strategies for asking questions to the crowd, based on the pairwise matching probabilities that minimize the expected numbers of questions required.

This approach requests human contribution for certain ER and are not trusted. This task is different from user feedback to enrich a machine learning model. The accuracy of their approach is strongly linked to the quality of the crowd responses. Efthymiou et al. (56) focused on entity resolution in the Web of data performing blocking method. Blocking is used as a pre-processing step for ER to reduce the number of required comparisons. Specifically, the authors distinguished between data originating from sources in the center (i.e., heavily interlinked) and the periphery (i.e., sparsely interlinked) of the LOD cloud to capture the differences in the heterogeneity and overlap of entity descriptions.

Thus, they studied the behavior of existing blocking algorithms for datasets exhibiting different semantic and structural characteristics. They presented the results of blocking in terms of owl: same As links and other kinds of links as a ground truth. Unfortunately, authors’ contribution are limited to the evaluation of a cluster of 15 machines using real data. Whang et al. (51) explored a pay-as-you-go approach to entity resolution. They investigated how to maximize the progress of ER with a limited amount of work using “hints,” which give information on records that are likely to refer to the same real-world entity. The author’s approach addressed three important questions: how to construct the hints, how to use the hints, what cases does pay-as-you-go pay off? Unfortunately, the goal of this work is just to provide a unifying framework for hints and to evaluate the potential gains. Their work is empirical by nature and the hints heuristic. Their work is proposed as representative cases. Zhu et al. (57) addressed the problem of performing entity resolution on RDF graphs containing multiple types of nodes, using the links between instances of different types to improve accuracy. They modeled the observed RDF graph as a multi-type graph and formulate the collective entity resolution as a multi-type graph summarization problem; the goal is to transform the original k-type graph into another k-type summary graph composed of super nodes and super edges where each super node is a cluster of original vertices representing a latent entity, while super edges encode potentially valuable relations between those entities. The author’s approach is based on a metadata that have all the entities such as the manufacturer of product or authors of papers. In the context of Web Big Data, this case is very rare and cannot be applied to any domain. In addition, as (55), their approach is strongly linked to a specific metadata. An important question is what happens if this metadata is empty? Jurek et al. (58) proposed a new approach to unsupervised content linkage based on a combination of ensemble learning and enhanced automatic self-learning.

Their approach incorporates an ensemble of learning and self-learning techniques into content linkage. They generated an ensemble of diverse self-learning models by applying different combinations of similarity measure. By using different combinations of similarity measures they generated different sets of similarity vectors that could be used to generate different self-learning models. To ensure high diversity among the self-learning models they applied the proposed seed Q-statistic diversity measure. They also used Contribution Ratios of BCs to eliminate those with very poor accuracy. Authors combine existing approaches that improve the existing automatic self-learning technique for CL. In conclusion, several limitations are not solved (i.e., ER and CR) in order to build the semantic linked to Digital Assets, Persons, Events, Subscriptions and many related media. Multi-Sources/Rights of Digital Resources to build Universal Knowledge Repositories (UKR) using an Enriched Semantic MM Engines and Semantic Shared Knowledge Notice (SSKN). In this section, we present the details of our proposed approach. First, we introduce MLM based Learning & Boosting Model and second, the details of LBAM algorithms and models (Part 1). From our previous research, we described that metadata in catalogues represent resource characteristics that can be indexed, queried and displayed by both humans and machine. The SMESE semantic ecosystem harvests and enrichs
metadata and MM. We can see in Fig. 2, the main components of the SMESE ecosystem.

Many aggregators harvest metadata and consequently data that, in the process, may become inaccurate because they did not look at the semantic context of the sources, the reputation of the source, neither to their timely accuracy, the usage of a meta-catalogue and the MM. The SMESE ecosystem defines crosswalks that. For further understanding about SMESE algorithms and processes to semantically enrich metadata using multiple metadata/data sources, refer to previous papers (59, 60). The Life Booster project proposed to use the SMESE platform for the creation of User Evolutive Interests, 3 portals (Personal Agenda & Channels, Collaborative Learning & Events, Collaborative Digital Resources) and 1 Personal User Space – see Fig. 3.

**Overview of Life Booster project:** The Learning & Boosting Architecture Model (LBAM) (Fig. 4), a Machine Learning Interest-based Model, has several goals: identify Matching Evolving User Interest (MEUI) of person and potentially to a Daily Agenda and Channels according to user interests who evolve periodically. This LBAM model is built from 3 main processes: a) Identification of the MM of Digital Resources (DR) including Events and their timeline (novelties) and ongoing enrichment, b) Matching Evolutive User Interest (MEUI) using a Chat Bot and a swipe action and c) The Daily Smart Booster Agenda created to suggest DR according to the evolutive user interests. This project is called Life Booster (LB) and is intended to keep track of the rights of the contents (Digital Assets) or Events, the Evolving User Interests and Machine Learning/Boosting Processes who are part of an Iterative Learning Process (IPL) shown in the next figure (see Fig. 5).

The first process (see Fig. 5) is based on the creation of a hub of secured multiple metadata using the Semantic Enriched MM Harvester, Watch, Notify & Search Engine linked to Users and Bots (SLWN) and includes multiple sources of rights and their aggregation into MM by Media Type using Multi Sources Semantic Knowledge (SSKN). These SSKN is used to create enriched MM. These Metadata are assembled through a Harvesting process able to catalogue the rights, interests and the novelties. This process includes Sub-processes named: Federated Enriched MM Search, Enriched Semantic Metadata Connectors, Collaborative Rights Notice & Contextual Automatic Tagging, Smart Harvesting & Synchronization of a Notice Type and Event/Content-based Social Network. This process also includes the ability for the User or the Merchant to create or update media and metadata. This harvesting process has to keep track of the Novelties as well. SLWN allows the ability to keep track of any event which may interest some watching and notifying process in the system. It includes the following main process: Federated Enriched MM Search, Enriched Semantic Metadata Connectors – (Enrichments are per examples: Interests, Novelties, Persons, etc.), Collaborative Rights Notice & Contextual Automatic Tagging, Smart Harvesting & Synchronization of a Notice Type and Event/Content-Based Social Networks. This process harvests Free of right and Full of Right DR and manages the MM multi-rights. The second process is mainly serves to identify the Matching Evolutive User Interest (MEUI) by an Algorithm of matching from four different levels of User Interests: The User Personal Interest using the real time Swipe Learning Match Interests (SLMI), the Interests of the Personas of the User using Dynamic Personas Learning Match (DPLM) – the Personas of the Users are categorized in 18 different personas in our model, the Bot swipe as a counterpart for Swipe Learning Match Interests (SLMI) using Bot Learning Match (BLM) – a simulator of automatic matching interests based on a set of user with the 95% of the same Personas and user Created Content (UCC) allowing to extract some behavior from the User. The Bot Learning Match (BLM) is an assisted process (Bot) allows User Interests for Digital Assets as Events to be matched, Photos, Persons, etc. This process uses Multiple Interest-based Models to learn the User Interests in different situations with the Swipe principle to like (right) or dislike (left), time of the day and contextual behavior. Using MLM, this process improve the MEUI identification over the learning process.

The third process focuses on the prediction of the daily evolving interests of each user and context regarding. The parts of the third process include: Personal Agenda & Channels Portal – it is a personal Journal, a personal Radio and a personal Channels Portal (PACP). Here we build a recommended agenda, journal, radio channel and video channel to a specific user according to all five processes of LBAM and their evolving personal interests. PACP proposes an Agenda for the day or the coming week to the User. Every day of this agenda is refined according to the usage and interests of the users. This process uses Machine Learning/Boosting Models to improve the cataloguing of the Digital Asset and Events, boost interest of User and improve the identification of the User Interests. This process also places an emphasis on Collaborative Learning & Events Portal (CLEP) and gives games or learning activities to do according to the User’s Interest. The Collaborative Digital Resources Hub – Collaborative Digital Resources identifies potential Events and Media who could meet the Evolutive Interests of the User. The last process is Secured Personal MM Space (SPMS) – My Personal Space, where the user can manage their configuration, interests, digital resources, events and agenda and regroup all personal information and interests. This process is based on Machine Learning/Boosting models. The fourth process is the Personal Agenda & Channels Portal (PACP) process but with an emphasis on the personal channels process. It allows a method to propose a dedicated Personal Channel to a user according to their interests and available Digital Resources at a specific time. This Personal Agenda & Channels Portal is using MLBM evolving with time and all interactions with the user. The fifth process named Collaborative Learning & Events Portal (CLEP) includes the sharing of knowledge and gaming for the benefit of each user. The process includes the ability to create, reference, evaluate and organize content or knowledge in an evolutive learning process at different levels. It allows Digital Resources to be accessed and used by a multitude of users in multiple languages.

The sixth process is the Collaborative Digital Resources Portal (CDRP). The process includes My Newsletter who fulfill the CDRP to create content and digital resources per different interest categories and learning needs. This process also includes a CMS based Micro-Sites Generator using newsletter smart aggregation to create new content and knowledge as well as notifications and alerts according to the interests of the users, it is called Watch for me (What4me).
process is the Secured Personal MM Space (SPMS) but with an emphasis on Personal Metrics and Digital Placebo (DP).

The process includes in My Health, the Life expectation metric and the DP who intend to help User to reach a better level on MEUI. All these seven processes are embedded in a larger Machine Learning Mechanism allowing the ability to learn at different stages of the macro process and to improve all other learning processes. We call this critical process: Iterative Learning Process (ILP). We will explore more in details the first process of this model in this first article of LBAM. These other processes will be treated in future publications.

**UKR Process & Algorithms:** Many processes are involved in the creation of the UKR and SSKN, see version 9.8 of the model Fig. 6. The semantic enriched MM Harvester is the cornerstone of the UKR and ultimately the Collaborative Digital Resources Portal (CDRP).

**Semantic Share Knowledge Notice (SSKN):** The Semantic Share Knowledge Notice is the base to catalogue multiple sources and multiple rights into MM, see Fig. 7 for an example – a book SSKN notice. This cataloguing includes the capability to support Scorn Notice for the Learning process. The Persona creates the space to identify and learning automatically from behavior of a group of people. It reflects the interests of a group of people. Notice View according to persona and cataloguing rules: Users of persona (A) will see the metadata which are catalogued/enriched by users of the same persona (A); for example, users of persona (A) will see the metadata “Description_Persona_A” while users of persona(B) will see the metadata “Description_Persona_B” of the same notice. The Fig. 8 shows a second example of a SSKN notice related to a book by Victor Hugo. We can see the MM and the collaborating cataloging notice with multiple rights, sources and enrichments.

**Machine learning model (MLM):** MLM algorithms are used at different levels in LBAM to identify the evolutive interests of users. It uses the same model as SMESE but enhances the process to identify MM sources in the structured environment and unstructured web.

Prototype Applications and Evaluation using simulations: In this section we present the experimental evaluation of our proposed approach. The objective of our experimental evaluation is to compare, according to the literature, more recent and performing algorithms on various types of entities. In the Libër project, we can see the model of harvesting all MM to create de Libër Repository, see Fig. 9. This prototype has to primary goal of validating the accuracy and precision for:

- Entity resolution;
- Content linkage;
- MM rights and sources preservation;
- Universal Knowledge Repositories.

**Simulation Setup and Datasets Characteristics:** The Datasets we use were provided by five (5) data sources of various notice types. The overall datasets contain more than one million of entities and each entity contains MM. Datasets consist of five (5) types of real entities: books, videos, music, museum and documents. Table 1 shows each dataset entities types and their count.

**Performance measurement criteria:** The goal of the following section is to compare the performance of three different approaches with our proposal. Our goal is to investigate the benefits of operating at the finest level of granularity. To evaluate the behavior of comparison approaches, we employed two kinds of measures: the veracity of metadata in the central repositories when varying the number of sources to harvest and the accuracy when varying the crowd size that contribute to clean the harvested metadata. As comparison terms, we use the approaches described in (24), (57), and (50), which are referred to as AP_1, AP_2, and AP_3, respectively.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

For each run, we compute the performance metrics. To obtain the simulation results, we compute the average of the 10 runs. In Fig. 10, we evaluate the average accuracy of data varying with the number of sources to harvest while in Fig. 11 shows the average accuracy when varying the crowd size. In Fig. 10, we observe that for LBAM-2MHE and AP_3 (resp., AP_2) the average veracity increases (resp., remains constant) with the number of sources. We also observe that for the AP_1, the average veracity decreases with the number of sources. Fig. 10 also shows that LBAM-2MHE outperforms AP_1, AP_2, and AP_3. For example, LBAM-2MHE provides an average veracity of 0.797 for ten harvested sources, whereas AP_3 (more efficient than AP_1 and AP_2 in this scenario) provides an average of 0.751 for ten harvested sources. Overall, the average relative improvement of LBAM-2MHE compared with AP_3 is about 04% for ten harvested sources. We observe in Fig. 10 that, at fifty harvested sources, LBAM-2MHE increases faster than AP_3; that means that LBAM-2MHE is more performing in the context of big data integration. This can be explained by the fact that LBAM-2MHE uses the watcher and notifier engine to validate the veracity of metadata.

LBAM-2MHE also includes a MM Model that increases the exactitude of metadata. Fig. 11 presents the average accuracy when varying the crowd size. The crowd size is the number of persons that contribute to improve the quality of data. In this scenario, only ten harvested sources of metadata are used. We observe that for LBAM-2MHE (resp., AP_1, AP_2 and AP_3) the average veracity remains constant (resp., increase) with the size of crowd. This means that LBAM-2MHE is not impact by the users contributions to improve the metadata quality. Despite this, LBAM-2MHE retains a higher performance than AP_1. For example, Fig. 11 shows that, LBAM-2MHE provides an average accuracy of 0.72 for a crowd size of fifty, whereas AP_1 provides an average of 0.70 for a crowd size of fifty. Overall, the average relative improvement of LBAM-2MHE compared with AP_1 is about 02% for fifty contributors (crowd size). We observe that AP_1 increases faster than AP_2 and AP_3 and signifies that AP_1 is more impacted by the crowd size. Remember that, as shown in the scenario of Fig. 10, LBAM-2MHE outperforms in the context of big data integration meaning that the amount of sources to harvest is large. We proposed a new model that aims is to create a hub of secured metadata in order to build the Semantic Place/Content/Event hub (SPCE) linked to Collaborative Digital Resources Portal. These metadata are assembled
through a harvesting process called Metadata Rights Interests Novelties Harvester (MRINH) that is able to catalogue the rights, the interests and the novelties.

The media could be with Open Rights or Free of Rights. Using simulation studies, we demonstrated that SPCE improves accuracy in estimates of treatment effects from ER and linked data compared to existing models. Finally, we put emphasis on the value of the metadata especially the MM. This article is the first part of our project, called LBAM.

Summary and future work: We have shown that it is possible and more accurate to harvest metadata using the MM classification. As an example, it is better to able to harvest all the museum of the world to use a number of multi-sources, multi-rights of MM, using UKR and SSKN in a timely manner. Yet, there are many improvements that can be added to this model such as: improvements of the Harvesting Algorithms, improvements in the meta-catalogue structure and refinement of SSKN. Here are some of the future works that we looking to explore furthermore:

Second to Seventh Process: 2) Matching User Evolutive Interests (MUEI); 4) Personal Agenda & Channels Portal (PACP) Process; 5) Collaborative Learning & Events Portal (CLEP); 6) Collaborative Digital Resources Portal (CDRP); and 7) Personal Secured MM Space (PSMS). Process five, six and seven are the cornerstone to create the process 4 (PACP).
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